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To all whom it may concern: || between them in such a position that both of . 
Be it known that I, ALFRED WILLIAM || its ends will be duly capped orcovered by the 

BEUTTELL, a subject, of the King of Great | tubular members, -a fë?ult which would not Britain, re?iding, at the present time in the || alway? happen unless the springs were stiff 
5 borough of Manhattan, of the city of New || enough to insure a definiteposition for the 60. 
York, in the county and State of New York, || lamps. . . . . . :: - . 
have invented certain new and useful Im- Lamps of the character referred to are 
provements in Illuminating Devices, is of || often arranged in line so as to give a line of 
which the following is a specification, refer- || light, and the tubular members are accord- . . 

0 ence being had to the accompanying draw- || ingly arranged each to receive the opposing 65 ** 
ings, forming apart hereof. caps or ends of adjacent lamps. In further 
This invention relates to improvements in i accordance with this invention, the springs 

mountings and fittings for'lamps which are } in each tubular member are preferably made. . tubular in form and in particular for, lamps || of a single or integral pieceembodying two 
A5 known as double-ended incandescent lamps; i spring contacts or terminals. . . . . 

and its object is. to provide a novel form of In the drawings, one embodiment of the 
mounting or fitting in which a spring is em- | inven?ion is illustrated and shows a. short . 
ployed for the purpose of making efectrical | length of a reflector frame having two of the 
contact with the - el?ctrodes at each end of ? tubular members secured :: thereto , and one 

20 the lamp and also for the purpose of posi- || lamp in position between said members. 75 
tioning the lamp definitely between any two | In said drawings:-Figure 1 is a longitudi- . 
such mountings or fittings. nal section view of the device, and, Fig. 2 is a 

In mounting these lamps it is preferable to | transverse section thereof on the plane indi 
employ a tubular member or socket in which | cated by the line 2-2 in Fig. 1. 

25 the ends of the lamp are received and sup | * The single plate i has integral with it two º 80 : 
ported, such ends generally, being capped and || contact piec?s Qr terminals’ and i*, and is 
often alive, as it is through these ends that || firmly attachëd to the reflector or other 
the electrodes pass. The tubular members || frame and insulated thereonin anys suitable. 
cover up and protect the ends and forra a | manner as, for instance by means of a block 

30 very convenient means for shielding the live || pf insulating material i, adapted to fit, the 85 
parts such as the electrodes, contacts, etc. . It | inside, of the frameg and through vyhlich i 
will be obvious, however, that with the tubu- || passes a bushingl of insulating material to . 
lar members nearer together than a lamp’s || the exterior of the frame a. i Through the 
length (which arrangement jis necessary if | bushing l and the plate i a screwyor bolt m. 

35 ends of the lan?p are to be received in || may be passed and may bePryde with a 90 - 
the adjacent tubular members), some means || nut and washer in screwed on the: inside 
must be adopted for inserting and fastening | thereof in order to hold this plate, and its 
the lamps between said tubular members. || spring contact pieces firmly in position. 
If the latter are formed with outside open- || Electrical connection is made between the 40 ings, or any other makeshift for permitting | lamps and econducting wires, (which are pref. 95 
the insertion of the lamps, and âre rigidly | erably located respectively in beads b formed 
mounted upon their frame, asis preferably || on each ?id?, of the frame and running along 
the case, then a lamp to be placed in posi- || longitudinally ther?with), by connecting the 
tion must have one end inserted far enough || alternate plates i with the same wire, so that 

45 into one tubular member until the other end | when a lamp is in position between the Spring 100 
can be brought into the adjacent member. - || clip i'at one end and the Spring clip, iº at 

In accordance with the present invention a { thê other end i a, current will be passed 
relatively stiff spring is pfoyided in each tu- || through its filament, the electrodes, if the 
bular member so that in placing alamp in i lamp being in º electrical contaet with the 

so position, one end is, first, inserted into a |- clips i’ and i respectively. Each lamp, sup. 105 
. socket and is pushed into the socket against || port is, thereforea.double support and will 

:: the spring therein far enough to permit the || çonnect the opposing ënds of the two ad 
otherfendfof the lamp to beinserted into the | jacent lamps to one pole of the electric cir 
adjacent socket; then the two Springs at the | cuit. - . . . . "" respective ends of the lamp adjust îhe lamp | Över the supporting plates and their ter- 110 
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. sired. This shield forms with the frame a 

0 

the tubular members or shield i uv and hence 

5 

i going and the drawings, as will also its man 
ner of support within the tubular members 
at each end thereof. M * - 20 

instance, in the drawings, - the caps cº upon 
25 

improved structure. - Moreoyer, the form of 
the tubular members at the ends of the 

:30 
:: the latter tô the tubular members. 
- course, too, it is not necessary that the 

35 

40 

predetermined position. 

minals i". and iº a shield w may be placed || 
which shield can be made removable if de 

what may be referred to as a tubular mem 
ber into which the opposing ends of adjacent 
lamps are received. From the drawing, it 
will be seen that in order to cover up the 
caps and other live parts of the lamps and || 
supports, it is necessary that each of the 
lamps shall be definitely positioned so that 
the cap shall at all tumes remain covered by 
thè spring pieces i' andiº must be relatively 
stiff so as to maintain the lamps always in a | 
The manner of inserting and withdrawing 

the lamp will be understood from the fore 

Many departures may be made from the 
aonstruction shown and described without 
evoiding the spirit . of the invention. For 
the ends of the lamp are made to do service 
as electrodes, but, as will be obvious, the 
latter, may be otherwise embodied in the 

lamp may be changed in many ways as also 
may the lamp Supports and the Stations | 

f 

frame a be a reflector so far as the present 
invention 1s concerned. 

I claim as my invention: 
1. In an illuminating device, the combina 

tion with a double-ended incandescent lamp 
having at each end a cap embodying an 
electrode, of a frame, a tubular member at 
each end of the lamp in which members the || . 
respective caps on the lamps are received, 

and a spring terminal within each tubular 
member adapted to make electrical contact 
with the corresponding electrode of the 
lamp, the spring terminals, being relatively 
stiff to position the lamp, définitely and thus 
maintain its ends at i all times within the 
tubular members. . - . :: 

2. In an iluminating device, the com 

45 

50 
bunation with a plurality of double-ended 
incandescent lamps arranged end to end, 
each such lamp having at each of its ends a 

embodying an electrode, of a frame, 
tubular members on the frame and in each 
of which the opposing caps of the two adja 
cent lamps are received, and spring contact 
members within each tubular member adapt 
ed to make electrical contact with the cor 
responding electrodes of the two adjacent 
lamps, the said spring contact members be 

56 

80 

ing relatively stiff so as to position the lamps . 
definitely between the tubular members and 
maintaineach lamp with its ends at all 
times within the adjacent tubular members. 

3. In an illuminating device, the com 
bination with a plurality of double-rended 
incandescent lamps arranged end to end, 
each such lamp having, at each end a cap 
embodying an electrode, of a frame, tubular 
members on the frame, and a single spring 
within each tubular member embodying two 
contact members one for each of the two 

65 
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lamps. entering said tubular member, each 
of said springs , embodying electrically one 
electrode and being adapted to make elec 
trical contact with the corresponding elec 
trodes in said lamps. W 
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This i specification i signed and witnessed 
this 6th day of May, A.D., 1908. 
" , ALFRED WILLIAMI BEUTTEL, 
Signed in the presence of— . " 

, LUCIUs E. WARNEY, 
HoMER H. SNow. I 

  


